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Good things can be found in small sizes.Big in fun and filled up with hilarious insights about
how never to let our inner crotchety old man out, this one makes the perfect Father's Day gift.
That's so true, specifically for How Not really to Become a Crotchety Old Man. They'll find out
that reading the obits first is a cardinal sin and that hardly ever reading the instructions is a
close second. Men will understand how to age gracefully therefore they hardly ever rattle off an
inappropriate "dirty old guy" joke.
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Incredibly bigoted and misogynistic. Not well worth $8 and cage but also not worthy of returning.
Unfortunately simply because he started studying it, we found that it isn’t funny at all. Must
Have Book. Here’s a sampling of some of the sayings in this book:Crotchety Old Men. One Star
Book is quite small The size of the book! Extremely disappointed with this.”“Think homeless
people are just lazy and may log off the streets if they really tried.”“Suspect anyone with facial
hair of being a terrorist. Funny book Pocket size book Get a MIcroscope!”“Believe women aren’t
wise enough to be lawyers, doctors, or investment brokers. I paid $6. I would not advocate this to
anyone.“Wish women would just shut up and let them talk.”It’s 130 pages of this. There are a few
funny parts nonetheless it clearly shows the author's political bias (to the Left) and I think
politics should be left out of books whenever you can since we as a culture haven't been more
polarized with regards to that. Literally half of a pocket size book. I will return it. Dont waste your
money. What a joke. That was it's redeeming grace.”“Believe only gay folks have AIDS.18 for this
nothing. Cute gag gift but too politically biased I purchased 2 copies to use as gag birthday gifts
for guys who are approaching later years. Fairly disrespectful of women. One Star Old jokes of
the Rodney Dangerfield ilk. The price is outrageous! Dont waste your $ Its tiny. x 2 in. Comments
and estimates were not witty, but rather offensive. Intended it as a funny gift but after receiving,
chose not to give it. The recipients and guests at the birthday parties had been amused. For that
purpose, I was happy. Also the fifty percent the jokes are about WW2 which if you don't are 92,
arent really relevant. This Reserve Is Super Small Appear, it's pretty funny and cute general but
don't be an idiot want me personally and check the sizes of the reserve before you buy so you
know what you are getting! I was expecting a "normal" sized publication and instead an
extremely small reserve arrived on my doorstep, it looked to be how big is a mini children's
story.. I will be returning this book! It is ridiculously small! Too small for those who have poor
eyesite This book is quite small. I paid no attention to the size but won't make that mistake
again. I got it as part of a retirement present but feel bad because it's not readable or handle.
The good thing is I used it instead of a card. Thought I was investing in a book but after waiting
A few months, it was only a 3x3 pad with wrting so little you can hardly go through it.”“Don’t
understand African-American names and think they should almost all be called Mary or John.. It
is so small !! I thought this is an actual publication, not really a shrunk down edition. When I in
fact did go through it, though, I was disappointed. Micro-book This book is TINY---like 2 in. Not
witty, but instead offensive Extremely small book. Please read description carefully--it is not a
full sized book! Don’t buy this I bought this simply because a funny extra present for my
husbands birthday. I thought it might be a adorable joke. We bought this considering it might be
a cutesy gag present for my brother’s 40th. It was mean spirited and distasteful.”“Announce at
dinner parties that a female’s place is in the house, not the House. We threw it in the trash
instead. It’s tiny. if You Enjoy Granny Slapping Humor! All I can say, because I really don't want
to spoil it for anyone, you'll end up being laughing so difficult, even BEFORE you browse the first
page. Completely Hilarious! Very small book Wish I would have read the small print before
ordering.. Only 3 inches square. This is vile.
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